The Iceberg and the Cheese

Overture: Slightly Anxious*

*Neither Stravinsky nor Rogers/Hammerstein
Perhaps Richard Strauss (Rosenkavalier?)

George Hart
Community College of Rhode Island

A sign of its times . . . individual anxiety

Change is inevitable--nothing lasts forever,
so keep your eyes open for approaching
changes—anticipate and adapt.

You can always find new cheese, and the
minute you start moving, things will get better

A sign of our times . . . collective anxiety

Change is inevitable, and in order to survive in
the long-term, organizations must adapt to
the changing environment.

The Iceberg and the Cheese

On the Library Stage . . .

Curtain Rises: Two voices are heard

What we need to do . . .

Our future rests on our engagement with the communities we serve.
Academic libraries must work to improve educational outcomes.

David Lankes

How we can adapt . . .

A library platform is used to develop knowledge and community.

With a platform, a library can accomplish its educational mission.

David Weinberger
The Library as Platform, 2012

Act I: Pathfinders to Platforms

Current Practice . . .

LibGuides are . . . a platform that allows for easy navigation and
instruction on core and relevant resources in a particular subject,
class, or assignment*

Guides are more than lists. They are instructional tools, telling
users not just where but how to do research, which often requires
longer narrative or explanatory text**

*University of Pittsburgh – What is a Libguide?
**Boston College – Libguides best practices

Act II: Pushing the envelope further
Examples of Scope and Modality

EXAMPLE #1
Expanded
Scope
Partnership
Compelling
Focus
In-guide
Resources
(I want to take
this course)

The LearningForce
Content:
NOLO/OER

LearningForce
Partnership

Deep Dive/Engagement

A LearningForce
Partnership

Textbooks + Opportunity

•
•
•
•
•

OER Texts
Web Resources
Subscribed Resources
Unlimited Use Resources
Curated Inclusive Access

ACT III: Pushing the envelope even further

• Rich Media
• Instruction Platform

In-house rich media

Vendor Partnership

Borrowed Rich
Media
Professional
Development

Professional
Development

Tutorial
Platform

Pushing the Envelope
• Vending Machines
• Wide Scope

Niche Academy

1.

Vendor Partner

2.

Rich Media

3.

Vending Machine

In-house production
Rich Media

Vending Machine

University
Administration and
Office Support

Bootstrap Coding
Third-party help

Bootstrap Coding
Third-party help

In-house
production
Rich Media
Vending Machine

Curtain descends on the story of the library platform and its community
To the tune of You’ll Never Walk Alone

Thank you!

